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It can be seen clearly that the privacy of the individual has become a 
shrinking private sphere by the every new technological step. Regardless of the 
intent they were developed; satellites, audio recording devices, computers are 
increasingly becoming faster, more efficient and effective. 
The circle around the privacy of the individual is getting tighter. In the new 
social order that was created by being constantly observed and recorded, both self-
disclosure and the desire to explore others’ private life are getting more prevalent. 
You may get lost in a city that you are not acquainted and unintentionally 
drive by the governor’s building two-three times and become a suspect. There may 
be inquiry started about you and your economic, health related, educational and 
every other information may be scrutinized. You may even be arrested and 
interrogated about your intentions since your license plate was read by the cameras 
and passing by a public building repeatedly told that you might be dangerous. 
Cameras may be set up to your work place or your fingerprints may be 
taken every day. While your complete internet traffic is recorded by your internet 
service provider, every web site you visited records its own. Governments and 
global private sector ceaselessly collect, store, reorganize and produce new 
information from this information. 
Threats against the right to privacy are directed to the freedom of the 
individual. Therefore, specifying the significance of privacy and the right to 
privacy for the individual and state is important. 
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